In this paper we are interested in the following question: what is the smallest number of circuits, s (n,r), that is sufficient to determine every uniform oriented matroid of rank r on n elements? We shall give different upper bounds for s(n,r) by using special coverings called connected coverings. (~)
Introduction
Let n,r be positive integers with n>r. Let ~¢/n,r be the uniform oriented matroid having as basis (as circuits) all r-subsets (all (r + 1)-subsets) of {1 ..... n}. In this paper, we are interested in the following question. What is the smallest number of circuits that is sufficient to determine ~¢/n,r? We denote by s(n, r) such a number. The best known upper bound for s(n, r) is given by Hamidoune and Las Vergnas [4] . They proved that s(n,r)<<. (nrl) .
We will achieve different upper bounds for s(n,r) by giving a relation between s(n,r) and covering numbers. In particular, we will be interested in a special covering number called the connected covering number.
This paper is self-contained and is organised as follows. In Section 2, we give some basic definitions of oriented matroids. Also, we show that upper bounds for a connected covering number with special parameters lead to upper bounds for s(n,r).
In Section 3, we present two methods for finding upper bounds for connected covering numbers. We will be able to prove that one of those methods gives an upper bound b(n,r) (for s(n,r)) such that limn~oo b(n,r)/(n~ 1) ~ 1, for fixed integer r. In Section 4, we give other upper bounds based on upper bounds for covering numbers. In fact, we find an upper bound d(n,r) (for s(n,r)) such that limn_~ d(n,r)/(~r) ~ I, for fixed integer r. Finally, in Section 5, we compute the values of different connected coverings given in previous sections for 7~<n~< 14 and 2<~r<~n-1.
Definitions and notations
We recall some basic definitions of oriented matroids (for further details see [1] ). A signed set is a set X together with a partition into two distinguished subsets X + and X-. The opposite of X is the signed set -X such that (-X) + =X-and (-X)-=X +. An oriented matroid J¢ on a finite set E is defined by its collection cg of signed circuits, i.e. signed subsets of E satisfying the following two properties:
(1) For all C1 E(~, Clio and --C1E(~, and for all q,C2EC£, C2CC 1 implies C 2 =C 1 or -Cl. (2) Elimination property. For all C1,C2 E c~ with C1 ~-C2 and all x E (C + n C2), there exists C3 E cg such that Cf c (C + U C +)\x and C 3-c_ (C 1 U C 2)\x. By ignoring signs, a (non-oriented) underlying matroid ~_ is clearly attached to each oriented matroid Jg. The cocircuits of de' can be signed in a natural way in order to obtain an oriented matroid J///* having the dual ~/* of ___~ as underlying matroid. The bases of J/ are the maximal subsets of E which contain no circuit, that is, they are the bases of ~. The rank function of J4 is the rank function of ~' and is denoted by r.
A basis orientation of an oriented matroid J//is a mapping • of the set of ordered bases of ~' to {-1, 1 } satisfying the following two properties: denote the sign corresponding to element f (and e) in C. Las Vergnas [5, 6] proved that every oriented matroid ~' has exactly two basis orientations and these two basis orientations are opposite, ~ and -4. Lawrence [7] gave a complete characterization of oriented matroids in terms of an alternating function called chirotope (see also [2] for another description of oriented matroids).
Remark. Let C be a circuit and B a basis of Jgn,r with B C C. Given the sign of B the signature of C allows us to sign the other r basis contained in C.
We now relate the number s(n,r) with some special covering designs. In order to do that, we need the following definitions. 
p)).
A consequence of the above remark is the following theorem. Proof. Let C=C(n,r + 1,r) be a (n,r + 1,r) connected coveting. We shall give a procedure to sign all the basis of J/t'n,r using at most ICI circuits. Let B= {bl,... ,blq} be the blocks of C. We may refer to bi as either a block of C or as a circuit of ~'n,r (since Ibil--r + 1). Without loss of generality, suppose that bl is a block that contains {1 ..... r).
Procedure
[1] Put go(1 .... ,r): 1 (or -1). Sign the other r basis (r-subsets) contained in the circuit bl and put B--B\bl and/~ = bl.
Repeat
[2] Find a block bi in B such that Ibi N byl--r for some bjE/~ (always possible since C is connected).
[3] Sign the r -Jr 1 basis (r-subsets) contained in bi and put B ---B\bi and/~ :/~ U bi (there are maybe some basis signed already).
Until IB} ----0.
Note that in the end of the procedure all basis are signed since C is a coveting. Hence, the above procedure outputs a signature of all basis of ~¢¢n,r by using no more than ICI blocks (circuits). 
Upper bounds for CC(n, r + 1, r)
In this section we will study the number CC(n,r + 1,r). In particular, we will be interested in the case when n > r + 1. Of course, CC(n, r + 1, r) >>. C(n, r + 1, r) as it is shown in the following proposition. Also, note that the lower bounds C*(n,r) and CC*(n,r) may not always be attainable. For instance, by using exhaustive enumeration of possibilities, it can be shown that for the case n = 5 and r = 3 (and n = 6 and r = 4) the minimal connected coveting C1 (and C2) are such that It~1(5,4,3)1 = CC*(5,3)+ 1 (and IC2(6,5,4)1 = CC*(6,4)+ 1), see 
Proof. Let S(n, r + 1, r) be the set of all (r + 1)-subsets in { 1,..., n} such that the last two elements are consecutive and the last element has the same parity as n. We claim that S(n,r + 1,r) U {1 ..... r} is a (n,r + l,r) coveting. Let Un, r be the set of all S(n, r + 1, r) = S(n, r + 1, r) U { 1,2,..., r -1, n -2i -2, n -2i}o <, i < [(n-r-1 In fact, we may do it much better than Theorem 3.5 as follows. 
CC(n'r+l'r)<" I ~ E(n,r,a+i)-+-
where a = sup{0,r + k -n} and b =inf{r,k}.
Proof. Let n,r and k be integers with n>r,k. We may construct two (n,r + 1,r) connected coverings, Nl(n,r + 1,r) and N](n,r + 1,r) (similarly as in Theorem 3. 
1)(r+t_i) + CC(n -k,r + 1 -i,r -i)(ki) -CC(k,i,i -1)CC(n -k,r + 1 -i,r -i).
From here, the rest of the proof can be deduced by using similar arguments as in Theorem 3.5. []
Other upper bounds
In this section, we will give upper bounds of CC(n, r + 1, r) in terms of C(n, r + 1, r). 
Numerical results
Here, we will compute some of the upper bounds for CC(n, r + 1, r) given in the previous sections to compare them together with CC*(n,r). First, we give Table 1 with minimal connected coverings for small values of n.
Before giving the table with upper bounds for CC(n,r + 1,r), for reader's convenience, we give a brief summary of notation, value and reference of some (n, r + 1, r) connected coverings given above.
Let n, r and k be integers with n > r >I k >/0. In our calculations for the coverings Ark = min{N 1,N~ }, we will treat CC(n, r + 1, r) as the minimal value that we could find rather than the absolute minimum value (it may be). We actually give N** =min0~<k~[n/2] {Ark} and the integers l for which Nt* =Art for each n and r.
For coverings V, we only write their values in the case when C(n, r + 1, r) is found in the tables given by Gordon et al. [3] (see Table 2 ).
